Precautions for Traveling
HOME SECURITY:
If you then have a home alarm be sure to set it prior to going
on your trip. If a neighbor has to access your property for
emergencies or water plants, feed animals or fish and then
make sure they have got the number for the alarm. Most alarms
are programmable to enable you to enter an extra security
number to incorporate just for this purpose which might be
canceled on your own return. This way your original alarm
number won’t be compromised.
Use automatic and programmable timers to show lights and
radios don / doff while you’re away. Stagger the days the
lights embark on, and hang the radio to a talk-show station.
The Voices and lights will assist deter burglars.
If you could have newspaper deliveries, either cancel them or
use a neighbor to bring them in for yourself a daily basis.
Have others like you pick up your mail and then flyers,
otherwise have the two hold the mail for you personally
return.
We have realized that a UPS mailbox is specially good for this
purpose when they will retain the mail available for you and
there is no evidence at the house that you are away.
If you have along well with your friends or have friends and
relations close by asking them to check the house regularly
and in some cases park in your driveway so it’s not evident
that you will be away.
If its winter, then there is likely to be snow arrange to get
your snow cleared out of your driveway, even by using a
prepaid service when necessary.
HOTEL ROOM SECURITY:

Leave radio stations or on television with your hotel room
after you leave for that evening. Put the “do not disturb”
sign on your own door when leaving. None of the works in the
daytime as the maid will be to service the bedroom and turn it
off, however it does work well before bed.
Do not make use of the “Please make up the surrounding” sign
because this is an indication you’re not there. Keep
possession of the area key along with you at all times. Most
keys are cards nowadays, such as the hand an integral in
unless it’s too big to cart, then it cannot be handed out to
another individual.
Use caution while using the elevators and hallways through the
night. If you are uncomfortable with anyone inside the
elevator pretending you could have forgotten something and go
back into a public floor much like the lobby or restaurant. Do
not visit your own floor where they’re able to follow you to
define your room or scout out any room number for later.
Use the surroundings safe for almost any valuables together
with passport, house and car keys as well as your laptop when
it will fit.
PUBLIC AREAS:
Be careful in crowded tourist areas, airports, bus-stations,
train stations, subways, markets, festivals, etc. These places
have become popular with pickpockets. Be aware of loud
arguments, bumps and also other activity which can be staged
to distract you while somebody else steals your wallet or
handbag.
Check out your location going and turn into away from
questionable areas, all cities ask them to. Remember! There
are probably areas inside your own hometown you’d avoid or
visit with caution
Take a prearranged day or night city tour. This can introduce

you to define the main tourist areas but additionally enable
one to decide which areas you might re-visit or avoid.
If using public transit sit at the driver or conductor with
companions.

